


Be a part of 
Singapore Airshow

Asia-Pacific’s aerospace outlook is robust with 
the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
forecasting the region’s air passenger CAGR 
growth to be 4.5% between 2019 to 2040. Tap 
on growth opportunities and secure your share 
of business success with an exhibition booth, or 
be a part of the action with a sponsorship. 

Sponsor a space

Posture for brand visibility by sponsoring any 
of the expansive opportunities that aligns 
with your company’s interests and needs. We 
present and customise packages that will allow 
you to present your brand before, during and 
after Singapore Airshow.   

Contact us for more information on our 
latest Sponsorship Kit.

Book a booth

Showcase your company and its products to 
new markets with an exhibition booth, which 
provides you with the ultimate tool to access 
target audience of decision-makers across 
Asia who are seeking solutions.

Contact us for the current exhibition booth 
facts, figures, data and costs.



Singapore Airshow is a strategic node in the global aerospace and defence industry. Anchored 
in the aerospace hub of Asia, the biennial event is a gateway to a wealth of opportunities across 
the region. Since its inception in 2008, Singapore Airshow has grown in influence. Today, it is 
where aviation’s finest meet for strategic dialogues, exchange of ideas and forge partnerships 
that will foster growth and sustainability in the industry.  

Gateway to Asia Pacific



Programme highlights

AeroForum presents thought 
leadership conferences, forums and 
webinars that facilitate conversations 
and debates on a wide spectrum of 
topics ranging from innovation to 
sustainability and talent

AeroForum 

Nascent start-ups with revolutionary 
technologies will transform the 
aerospace and defence industries 
by showcasing their breakthrough 
concepts and pitching their ideas to 
potential investors, accelerators and 
corporate partners

What’s next

Today’s young talents are the future 
of tomorrow, and AeroCampus 
provides a platform for students, 
aspiring aviation professionals 
and job-seekers discover exciting 
developments, explore higher 
education opportunities and 
embark on rewarding careers in the 
aerospace industry

AeroCampus

Hosted buyers 
programmeWeekend@Airshow 

A tailored business matching 
programme that presents top quality 
buyers from procurement, purchasing 
and supply chain divisions in the 
aviation sector, to the exhibitors, 
through pre-scheduled, one-on-one 
meetings

A festive weekend for aviation 
enthusiasts and families to immerse 
in a range of exciting activities that 
include mesmerising displays of 
static aircraft, aerobatic flying teams 
and meet-the-pilot sessions for 
photos and autographs

Up close and personal showcase of 
advanced aircraft on the ground and 
spectacular aerial performances in 
the air

Flying & Static 
displays

A prestigious network of commerce, defence and government delegations across 
Asia are presented to business opportunities showcased at Singapore Airshow

VIP delegation programme 



Why attend 
Singapore Airshow

Gain unparalleled access
to Asian markets

Build relations and collaborate
on a neutral platform designed for 

international business

Network with an expansive circle 
of senior commercial, government 

and defence delegations

Showcase technologies that 
will chart the next frontier of 

breakthroughs

Be a beacon to the next 
generation of the aerospace 

industry



Contact us
Experia Events Pte Ltd 
Singapore Changi Airport, Terminal 2 Level 3 
#038-017, Singapore 819643

+65 6542 8660

sales2024@singaporeairshow.com

Danny SOONG
+65 6595 6123 / +65 9694 9086

dannysoong@experiaevents.com

Cathryn LEE
+65 6595 6114 / +65 9686 6005

cathrynlee@experiaevents.com

For more information, visit 
www.singaporeairshow.com
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